
Discover and develop your highest potential in the Life Sciences

Now there’s a convenient, credible and enjoyable way to
develop essential skills that will propel your Life Sciences
career through the Covid disruption and beyond
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Learn what you need, when you need it. 

Future-proof your career, on your own terms
Providing best-in-class continuing education for life sciences professionals at every 
level, Chronicle.Academy is an accessible and effective way to master key marketing 
concepts, strategies, technologies, and skills critical to business success in the 21st Century.
     It’s a hassle-free way to maintain high competence in your professional career in 
the Life Sciences. Chronicle.Academy's format can easily fit into every professional's schedule.

Faculty and case-studies from the real world
At Chronicle.Academy, our educational programs are designed and delivered by recognized leaders in
their disciplines; their experiences help you deepen your understanding of key concepts and prepare you
for professional development.

Who should enroll?
Chronicle.Academy is a community of life science professionals who meet in small groups to discuss the
latest topics and strategies for successfully navigating the ever-changing landscape of today's
pharmaceutical industry. It is the one-stop knowledge development resource for pharmaceutical leaders
in marketing, sales, and other stakeholder-facing areas who are seeking to increase their professional
value through continuous learning.
     Featuring highly efficient and targeted small-group knowledge-exchange, Chronicle.Academy
provides real-world knowledge you can apply to your career, starting now.

Unique learning platform
Chronicle Academy offers convenient methods of learning at your own pace by interacting with experts
in the field and other professionals in a small-group setting. It's designed to provide a seamless, well-
structured, accessible and credible pathway to professional development and career growth that
includes individualized mentoring and peer review plus conveniently scheduled group meetings
facilitated by trained facilitators.
     The Chronicle.Academy platform provides a range of features that facilitates knowledge-sharing,
collaboration, networking, and career development opportunities among our group. You’ll receive in-
depth and timely knowledge exchange through a flexible learning program that delivers on-demand
information you can use immediately to increase your professional value in the Life Sciences.
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Digitization and generational shift are reinventing doctor visits

Direct-to-consumer (DTC) healthcare marketing has
upended pharma across the U.S. during the past three
decades, bringing the healthcare conversation into living
rooms, not just examination rooms. 
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Now there's a new opportunity to extend your knowledge 
and increase your professional value in the Life Sciences. 

Now Version 2.0 of DTC has arrived ― powered by new predictive digital technologies
and methods, including artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning. A new
generation of communications tools brings disease awareness and therapeutic options
to the patient’s phone and computer to encourage more personalized care for more
people more efficiently.

What are the allowed channels and techniques?
Which channels and which techniques are compliant and suitable?
Where might potential code breaches occur?
What is helpful to encourage positive patient outcomes?
What is ethical?
What must you avoid?

Driven by the Covid Age, telehealth and telemedicine patient consults have quickly become established
models of providing care in Canada. This reality recognizes and further extends the consumer
preferences of Millennial patients, which have made “Doctor Google” the defacto first stop on many
patient and caregiver journeys. 

These trends carry strong implications for the mission of Canadian Life Sciences marketers. Those who
are indifferent to this movement risk becoming obsolete.

Although DTC advertising, American-style, is prevented in Canada (as in every other nation globally,
except New Zealand), existing and emerging consumer channels now enable informed discussions
between therapy suppliers and mainstream Canadians.

These questions have become even more urgent during the Covid disruption. In the aftermath of our
pandemic experiences, it will be essential to identify and develop the new pathways forward.

Introducing "Chronicle.Academy," from the organization that created and produces the National
Pharmaceutical Congress. It’s a convenient, credible and enjoyable way to master essential skills that will
carry your career forward through the Covid disruption and beyond. 
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The ability to communicate directly with consumers and patients means 

Chronicle.Academy’s next program is a three-session
course in Direct-to-Consumer (DTC)/Direct-to-Patient 
Communications & Marketing in Canada
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Three learning modules. 12 outstanding international faculty
available through Video Lectures and Live Seminar. 
A comprehensive course syllabus, providing readings and cases.

With the introduction of predictive digital technologies such as artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning, life sciences companies that effectively utilize compliant
forms of DTC can gather and analyze massive amounts of data from their
constituencies. This will provide deep insights into patient habits, preferences, and
needs. With this knowledge at their fingertips, brand managers in the life sciences can
better serve their communities while also gaining valuable feedback and future
development advice.

Chronicle.Academy offers efficient, targeted small-group knowledge-exchange aimed at working
professionals in Pharma, Biotech, Devices and related sectors. Through digital learning exercises led
by accomplished, recognized leaders, Chronicle.Academy respects your time and your many other
commitments. Our masterclasses enable you to efficiently attain the skills you need to grasp in the
emerging health economy.

At the conclusion of the program, successful participants will receive issuance
of a Document of Course Completion.

Course descriptions, faculty bios and program application available at 
dtc.chronicle.academy. Enrollment is limited. The admissions committee will
give preference to working professionals currently in the Life Sciences or
those with equivalent credentials.

Shafiq Qaadri, MD, HBA
Lead Discussant,
DTC.Chronicle.Academy

David Kreling, PhD
Professor, School of
Pharmacy, University of
Wisconsin - Madison,
School of Medicine and
Public Health

Full tuition for the program is $159 plus
HST, with several scholarships and
bursary programs available. 

Courses begin June 3, 2021. 

Apply now at dtc.chronicle.academy
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intensive learning modules

module 1 |  A Background of Pharma Marketing DISRUPTIONS
Economic underpinnings of Western healthcare;
150 Years of patent medicine promotion in North
America (medicine show roots of 19th C. remedies
and el ix i rs);
Evolut ion from early to mid 20th-century inf luencers,
ie Gi lbert R.  Templeton and Frank Horner to modern
industry;  
Effects of network radio and television post-WW I I ;
introduction of DTC by FDA in 1995 and success of
Viagra; 
The Canadian experience
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3 with curriculum geared to working Life Sciences professionals 

created by master instructors, to make you smarter quicker 

module 2 | What Works and What Fails in Life Sci Messaging
Why DTC has only been implemented in the USA & NZ; 
Physician att i tudes towards DTC/P; 
Cross-border spi l lover effects; 
“The focus group is not your fr iend”;  
Integrating DTC messaging with other tactics; 
the real i t ies of DTC; compliance, Health Canada and current
regulatory and stakeholder considerations 

module 3 | New DTC/P Business Models and Emerging Opportunities
“ I t ’s al l  about the data and analyt ics” ;  
Role of the Inf luencer;
Boot camp in data gathering, deployment and scraping; 
What role wi l l  AI  and advanced tech play in engagement and end-
user service?; 
The matter of Rx ,  non-Rx,  and cannabinoids; 
How to create and deploy a sustainable DTC/P business model;  
Case studies of ForHims, ForHers,  Keeps, Roman, etc. 

3

A Comprehensive course
syllabus & readings

B Video lectures &
case studies

C Live seminar with
panel discussion

program includes
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D Mentoring, networking
and alumni events


